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“Prepared meals, particularly frozen options, are essential
“pantry” items that help consumers feel, well, prepared
and even a sense of security, a notion that is even more
important during a crisis. And they will play a vital role in
the undoubtedly challenging days ahead.”
– Billy Roberts, Senior Analyst – Food and Drink

This report looks at the following areas:
Consumers are seeking familiar and comforting foods, creating an opportunity for brands to connect or
reinforce the messages they have already forged. Although the circumstances are incredibly different,
past recessions can provide a glimpse of what lies ahead. Not surprisingly, value will be at the core, but
convenience is a part of value that will be important. These together will provide an ancillary tailwind
boost for this already recuperating category. Limited foodservice options in the short term and lingering
consumer anxiety in the longer term (coupled with burnout in the kitchen) will sustain growth – if not a
boost – that will prolong impact.
•
•
•
•

The short, medium and longer term impact of COVID-19 on the category
How brands can navigate a recession
Key consumer groups for the market
Opportunities to extend the core consumer base
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Sales of prepared meals by company
Figure 23: Multi-outlet sales of prepared meals, by leading companies, rolling 52 weeks 2019 and 2020

What’s Working
Private label is no longer solely value driven
Figure 24: Claims on US launches of prepared meals, private label versus branded, 2018-19
Figure 25: Select private label prepared meal launches
Consumers taking sides

What’s Struggling
Value about more than price
Figure 26: Key attribute assessment of Charoen Pokphand’s Zap’ems single-serve meals
Kraft Heinz struggles even among its larger brands

What to Watch
Concerns in the wake of COVID-19 differ little from those pre-pandemic
Consumers support brands that provide support
Figure 27: Ingredient information interest, by age, February 2020

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Half of consumers turn to frozen single-serve meals
It’s a family affair
Half of consumers seek meals with natural ingredients
Encourage consumers to make a dish their own
Set sights on global cuisines
Processed stigma lingers
Leveraging quality to expand beyond convenience

Prepared Meal Consumption
Single-serve frozen options lead meal types consumed
Figure 28: Prepared meal consumption, February 2020
Younger consumers much more engaged in the category
Figure 29: Prepared meal consumption, by age, February 2020
Convenience resonating for men and women
Figure 30: Prepared meal consumption, by gender, February 2020
Meeting family needs is complex, but worth it
Figure 31: Prepared meal consumption, by parental status, February 2020

Change in Consumption
Already increased participation in the category will catch a tailwind
Figure 32: Meal usage, February 2020
Parents picking prepared meals
Figure 33: Increasing meal usage, by parental status, February 2020
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Important Attributes and Features
Natural claims resonating with meal consumers
Figure 34: Important attributes and features, February 2020
Experience, familiarity drive men’s purchase
Figure 35: Desired meal features, by gender, February 2020
Assure consumers of the quality of the meal experience
Figure 36: TURF analysis – desired meal features, February 2020

Sought-after New Product Features
Brand communication can support customization, values and loyalty
Figure 37: Areas of opportunity for meals, February 2020
Customizing potential to harness self-expression
Figure 38: Areas of opportunity for meals, by age, February 2020
Plant-based may be plateauing
Figure 39: Areas of opportunity for meals, by Hispanic origin, by generation, February 2020

International Cuisines of Interest in Prepared Meals
Leverage expertise in establishing diverse meals
Figure 40: International cuisines of interest in prepared meals, February 2020
Younger consumers seeking a diversity of cuisines
Figure 41: International cuisines of interest in prepared meals, by age, February 2020
Hispanic cuisine interest largely among familiar cuisines
Figure 42: International cuisines of interest in prepared meals, by Hispanic origin, by generation, February 2020

Attitudes toward Prepared Meals
Claims to address processed concerns
Figure 43: Attitudes toward prepared meals, any agree, February 2020
Changing approaches to mealtime present an opportunity for prepared meals brands
Figure 44: Quality and prepared meals, any agree, by age, February 2020
Value positioning could play to widespread interest in larger portions
Figure 45: Quality and prepared meals, any agree, by household income, February 2020

Prepared Meals by Food/Drink Consumer Segmentation
Figure 46: Food/drink consumer segmentation of prepared meals, February 2020
Encourage Time Savers to continue stock-up behaviors
Figure 47: Lack of time to cook, any agree, by food/drink consumer segmentation, February 2020
Appeal to Adventure Eaters’ adventurous side
Figure 48: Interest in prepared meals with larger portions, any agree, by food/drink consumer segmentation, February 2020
Quality Seekers generally uninterested in prepared meals
Figure 49: Prepared meal consumption, February 2020
Value Chasers focus on budget and portion size
Figure 50: Interest in paying more for higher-quality prepared meals, any agree, by food/drink consumer segmentation, February 2020
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